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Abstract
Vertical handoff is the mutual fused result of heterogeneous wireless network.In the
process of vertical handoff, switching decision is a very important link which determines
handoff function directly. For the increasing sensor network characteristics,in this paper,
it will quote heterogeneous networks which consist of WSN and WLAN as samples to
analyze present vertical handoff relative algorithms, by analyzing node moving speed to
propose relative vertical handoff algorithms. During the selection procedure of target
networks, it analyzed the relative factors in detail which affected network selection. As the
residence time of mobile terminals is different in various covered area,it brought in
concept of speed thresholds and made improvements for selection algorithm of combined
vertical handoff network. The simulation result shows that improved selection algorithm
of combined vertical handoff network can choose the best network to access according to
mobile terminals moving speed.
Keywords: Index Terms-wireless LAN, vertical handoff, network selection, mobile
communication system;

1. Introduction
With the increasing of large construction facilities in our country, people has become
pay more attention to internal safety emergency management for large public
constructions. By means of advantages of low cost and power consumption, flexible
networking, strong system invulnerability, low dependence for environment etc., WSN
has wide application prospect in searching and rescuing, personnel and equipment
orientation, on-site environment monitoring, crisis gaining etc., it has become the
important component in monitoring warning and emergency commanding system[1].And
for Hot-spot accessing WLAN, because of advantages of high-band width, high-capacity
etc., it has widely existed in buildings and constructions, WLAN has incomparable
advantages in transmitting video information and continuous voice information, but its
coverage can’t as wide as WSN, signals decaying in edge areas has much more serious
influence for communication than WSN[2].Meanwhile, one accessing point of wireless
WLAN is invalid, it will lead to WLAN paralysis in certain area, therefore, and it appears
the serious problem which some areas can’t use WLAN in emergency communication.
Interconnection among networks has become one communication way which use
resources effectively and inevitable trend, it formed heterogeneous network of mobile
communication.
WLAN is another fast developed communication technology. WLAN is based on the
agreement of IEEE 802.11 series which is quite convenient data transmission
system[3].WLAN is able to provide limit coverage in the coverage area which from dozen
meters to few hundred meters. WLAN allows to use non-authorized radio frequency range
to carry on wireless connection in local environment. IEEE formulated relative
technology criterion for that in 1997,that is IEEE 802.11 norm, this standard is able to
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supply 2Mbps data speed rate. IEEE 802.11b and 802.11a criterion proposed in 1999
made use of 2.4GHz and 5GHz band which provided 11Mbps and 54Mbps data
transmission speed rate. IEEE 802.119 criterion can supply 54Mbps data transmission rate
in band 2.4 GHz which proposed in 2003.Vertical handoff is the key of heterogeneous
wireless network mutual fusion. At present, vertical handoff algorithm mainly aims at
WLAN and cellular network, such as WLAN and GPRS,WLAN and CDMA[4-5]etc...As
wireless sensor network has large difference with traditional cellular network in signal
coverage and strength, working way, function and external disturbance influence etc.,so it
is difficult to use present handoff algorithm. It has great value to design a handoff
algorithm for future emergency rescue which not only suits wireless sensor network,but
also suits WLAN. Based on this, here proposes a vertical handover algorithm on the basis
of relative moving speed, this algorithm adopts thought which cost function makes
estimation for network, according characteristics of wireless sensor network to choose
parameters of priority access, signal quality etc., then to decide if executes handoff to
come true switching decision for mobile node self-adaption.
As a new wireless accessing way, WLAN is widely used in some hot areas, such as
airport, office building, coffee, hotel and school etc...Although WLAN is able to provide
high-speed data transmission service in local areas, it can’t apply for special environment
like sensor network, such as low power consumption. Meanwhile, wireless
communication facilities change rapidly, mobile users have more and more diversified
demands for service, people are expecting to use one kind wireless terminal to do many
kinds services[6].At this time, to use any kind single wireless communication network
can’t satisfy users all demands.
Heterogeneous wireless network is a wireless communication system which adopts two
or more than two different accessing technologies, to utilize present multiple wireless
communication technologies, pass through system mutual fusion way to let multiple
systems to learn each other strength, comprehensively develop its own advantages to
satisfy demand of future mobile communication service. As all present wireless accessing
systems are all overlapped coverage in many areas, so to combine these mutual
overlapped and different types wireless accessing systems smartly, utilize multiple-mode
terminal intelligent accessing ways to let multiple networks to supply wireless accessing
together for mobile users at any time and in anywhere.
In[7]Song proposed vertical handoff concept at the first, and described the hierarchical
construction of heterogeneous wireless network. Lower wireless network has the
characteristics of high bandwidth and low coverage, such as WLAN network; upper
wireless network has the characteristics of low bandwidth and high coverage, such as
satellite network and cellular network etc...Lower and upper network fuse, work
cooperatively to provide service for mobile terminal in common, that’s the important
characteristics for next generation heterogeneous wireless network.
As handoff procedure of heterogeneous wireless network happens in networks which
adopt different accessing technologies, so vertical handoff only could be a hard handover
procedure. Vertical handoff should consider more factors than horizontal handover, the
Ping-Pong handoff which occurs in horizontal handover procedure will be more
outstanding in the influence of vertical handoff procedure[8-9].
Even though vertical handover has something in common with horizontal handoff,
heterogeneous wireless network fuses many wireless networks, it can’t adopt horizontal
handoff mode and way while switching, need a brand-new vertical handoff way. Presently,
the research emphasis of vertical handoff is in framework and agreement design. Present
vertical handoff solution is trying to adopt different tier TCP/IP protocol to support
mobility. These vertical handoff solutions are divided into different types according
proposed TC/IP layer protocol, such as mobile IP protocol of network layer, TCP
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movement protocol of transmission layer and SIP protocol of application layer.MIP and
SIP protocols are two handoff agreements which are standardized by IETF[10].
Most research proposed vertical handover plans from link layer angle. By using link
layer information, it can be obviously reduced handoff delay and failure probability, such
as terminal acceptance signal strength and mobile terminal speed etc...
Before target network selection of vertical handoff, it should be got that which factors
are related with accessing target network selection. In traditional handover algorithm, it
only considers signal intensity and available accessing channels[11].In next generation of
heterogeneous wireless network, many new judgment indexes are used with signal
intensity to carry on selection for accessing target network.
To compare with homogeneous network handoff, switching between heterogeneous
wireless networks not only has differences in accessing technologies, but also in handover
reason, accessing network selection, switching control etc...At this time, traditional
handoff decision method which adopts to compare signal intensity can’t suit vertical
handover demand of heterogeneous wireless network.
Theory of multiple attribute decision making developed rapidly in the last century, it
originates from simple weighting method[18].Method of multiple attribute decision
making is to use each attribute value of each alternative plan to carry on calculation with
its relative weight value, and then to compare advantages of each alternative plan to get
the best plan. Classic MADM has simple additive weighting, technique for order
preference by similarity to ideal solution, multiplicative exponent weighting. In vertical
handover making procedure, some judgment indexes can’t express by some accurate
pictures, but to use characters to express this index weakness and goodness, it’s hard to
make accurate handoff decision at present; therefore, it should transform inaccurate
information to exact figures of fuzzy theory to widely use in vertical handover judgment
procedure. In[12]they expresses vertical handoff judgment decision as a fuzzy and
multiple attribute judgment procedure according to traditional MADM,to use fuzzy logic
thought to handle inaccurate attribute value and users preference of each accessing
network.[13]divides fuzzy multiple-attributed judgment decision into two procedures: the
first step is to transform fuzzy data into real number; the second step is to use traditional
MADM to carry on judgment order for candidate network.[14-15]uses fuzzy theory to
handle inaccurate index during the process of vertical handoff making. In[16],the author
proposed a flexible, multiple-attributed vertical handoff making algorithm by combining
fuzzy theory and Airman neural network forecasts.
In this paper,it will use heterogeneous network framework which consist of WLAN
and WSN as research object.Considering the influence of terminal movement speed in
heterogeneous wireless network and to make research for handoff trigger and network
selection problem.Taking heterogeneous network consists of WSN and WLAN as
samples,to study and support vertical handoff program from link layer angle[17].
The main achievements of this paper is analyzed present vertical handoff algorithm,and
proposed relative vertical handover algorithm.By mobile terminal to receive original
network signal intensity to estimate terminal movement direction and to apply terminal
movement direction for vertical handoff triggered process.To consider the residence time
of mobile terminal is different in diversified covered accessing network,it makes
improvement for selection algorithm of joint vertical handoff network and introduces
speed thresholds.It was showed by simulation result;improved selection algorithm of joint
vertical handoff network is able to choose the best network to access by terminal
movement speed.

2. Vertical Handoff Algorithm of Heterogeneous Wireless Network
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The usual selection algorithm of vertical handoff network is the method of constructed
cost function,to utilize all kinds of indexes and its weighting constructed cost
function,compare each value of accessing network cost function and get the best to access
network.Some researchers gave each candidate network cost function,this function
considers all kinds of business types demands and all parameters of each candidate
network.Other researchers proposed policy-enabled vertical handoff model,which
considered the balance between users preference and network different
characteristics.Other usual vertical handoff making algorithm,such as using analytic
hierarchy process and gray relational analysis to construct model for handoff decision
procedure.
AHP divides vertical handoff procedure into many small procedures,and designs
relative weighting for each small procedure.GRA makes permutation for each candidate
network and chooses the candidate network in highest rank while switching.Based on the
optimal resource purpose which gets from each connection,Switching decision according
factors of network cost function,stable period etc.to judge if does switching for accessing
network.In indoor environment,to consider all aspects,wireless sensor is widely
implanted,the constituted wireless sensor network is able to achieve full coverage for
certain area basically,and signal of wireless sensor still exists.WLAN coverage is about
30-45m in indoor semi-open space,it could be thought that invalid communication range
of WLAN hot spots are all covered in wireless sensor network,and application scene is as
figure 1 indicates.

Figure 1. Switching Application Scene
As switching among heterogeneous wireless network happens in the handoff process of
different kinds of accessing technology,it makes the obvious difference with traditional
homogeneous network.To compare with switching in homogeneous network,switching
among heterogeneous wireless network not only has difference in accessing
technology,but also in handover reason,accessing network selection,switching control
etc..Vertical handoff of WSN should satisfy below three demands:1)A little bit of
handover time,to reduce ongoing business interruption probability as far as possible;2)In
the procedure of switching,to provide user expected service quality,hope it can achieve
zero packet loss;3)The handover failure probability should be quite low.
To satisfy above three demands,to design a reasonable vertical handoff algorithm is a
big challenge.This algorithm can improve communication network fitness degree for live
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scene change;satisfy the demand of heterogeneous network communication in indoor
environment.
In figure 2,it describes the vertical handoff network selection procedure;it is also the
research emphasis of this chapter.

Figure 2. Network Selection Procedure of Vertical Handover

3.Network Parameter Model
As wireless sensor network has characteristics of low power consumption,low speed
rate etc.,its node has limit in data collection capacity and transmission capacity,so it is
very important to choose suitable network parameter as basis to calculate cost
function.Suitable network parameter should not only saves wireless sensor network
consumption,extends network overall using time,but also fully reflects network
condition,to supply necessary support for handoff making.
In the scene of indoor emergency communication,WLAN mainly to achieve high speed
rate,high bandwidth wireless accessing in certain hot spot areas,when power outage or
circuit damage occurs,it may cause certain AP coverage that could not access to
WLAN,weak invulnerability.As wireless sensor network is widely distributed,basically it
can come true all area coverage,even though power outage,several node damage occurs,it
will not influence too much for the whole network communication,strong
invulnerability,it only supplies wireless communication service of low speed rate,less data
volume.On the basis of above analysis,it chose below parameters as network selection
basis between WLAN and wireless sensor network.
3.1 Receiving Signal Quality and Communication Time Delay
In WLAN and WSN,receiving signal strength is parameter to detect communication
quality;it has feasibility and universality to choose it to express signal quality.To consider
the signal collection characteristics and operational capacity of sensor network,this
algorithm is mainly according present collected signal strength for signal quality
evaluation.
When moving node position does not exist WLAN valid coverage,or it has WLAN
wireless coverage,but this LAN AP is not able to connect with wired backbone network,it
communication time delay will increase sharply.In addition,emergency reason will also
cause communication time delay increasing of WLAN or wireless sensor
network.Communication time delay parameter could guarantee emergency
communication data to send without delay.
3.2 Network Selection Priority
Data throughput rate;it is important basis to judge transmission speed rate.When it
needs to send video and other large volume data,its weighting value should increase
respectively.Besides above three normal parameters,this algorithm according different
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application scene to set a special parameter which is network selection priority for vertical
handoff between WLAN and wireless sensor network in different condition.For
example,when emergency rescue needs to know live situation or contacts with first rescue
workers,it asks WLAN to provide high transmission speed rate,high communication
bandwidth,low time delay service,at the moment,WLAN will get higher priority than
WSN;When it requires to provide all area coverage,reliable transmission service,WSN
priority will be higher.The priority change is as figure 3 shows.

Figure 3. Heterogeneous Network Priority

4. The Proposed Improved Algorithm for Joint Vertical Handoff
Network Selection
In the heterogeneous network environment which consists of WLAN and WSN
network,as figure 4 shows.As these two coverage square is different,it leads to residence
time of mobile terminal is different in each network.

Figure 4. The Heterogeneous Network Environment of WLAN and WSN
Networks
The influence in detail is analyzed which terminal movement speed for selection
performance of vertical handoff network.We consider the mobile terminal movement
speed influence for vertical handoff and proposed respectively vertical handoff
algorithm.By analysis for receiving signal in this algorithm and utilizing STFT to get
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evaluation value of mobile terminal speed and average receiving power rate,and applying
the evaluation value in this algorithm.It utilizes the proposed method in 3Gpp to estimate
terminal moving position,and to put terminal movement position into this
algorithm.Considering users position and terminal movement speed,we utilizes terminal
position information to design a new vertical handover algorithm on the basis of
dynamical information,it has improved users satisfaction.
But as residence time of mobile terminal is different in different coverage
network,terminal with low movement speed rate which accesses to less coverage
network,on the contrary,terminal with high movement speed rate accesses to large
coverage network.Although it uses terminal movement speed,it does not define well for
high and low speed mobile terminal,will cause unnecessary handoff for mobile
terminal,and increase terminal handoff frequency and system burden.
According to WSN and WLAN network combine constructed,to design handoff
decision function entity,its main function is to pass through controlling network condition
and other parameters to produce network vertical handoff decision,and choose correct
handoff target.HDF is the control unit which carries on cost calculation of vertical
handoff in appointed time,for different network condition,it has different cost
function.The cost function of candidate network is less,then the network condition is
better,that means the candidate network in low cost function value is the primary
accessing network.
To assume WpS is network 1,WLAN is network 2,to constitute cost function:

 1 
 1 
1
  wr ln    wa ln  
 Bn 
 Rn 
 Tn 

n  wb ln 

(1)

In above formula, wb  wr  wa  1 ； n Represents available network
numbers; Bn Rn is bandwidth factor to evaluate network signal bandwidth; Rn is terminal
receiving signal strength factor; Tln are users application satisfied factor,to decrease speed
rate according to present receiving signal strength and average signal strength,to satisfy
user required time of duration which apply for QoS:

1 Rn  

Tln
DRn

(2)

In above formula,represents signal strength decreasing average speed rate of available
accessing network n ;  represents certain application QoS requirement,it deals with
channel bit error rate and application error recovery,and needs satisfaction estimation
which receiving signal strength level to satisfy this requirement.To choose the least value
of cost function as candidate network,that is   min 1 , 2  , as the most optimal
handoff target.Where, 1 represents cost function of WSN;  2 represents cost function of
WLAN;It constituted cost function to carry on vertical handoff network selection,but it
did not consider the terminal movement speed influence for network selection,and in the
vertical handoff process of heterogeneous wireless network,people all expect users of
static or low speed mobile terminal handoff to access to low coverage communication
network in normal service and with certain users satisfaction,and high speed mobile
terminal handoff to access to high coverage communication network in regular service
and with certain users satisfaction,in this case,it not only can guarantee terminal get
satisfied service,but also effectively reduce terminal handoff times,and then to decrease
mobile terminal power consumption,system burden.
In the process of joint vertical handoff decision,to use negative log function to
normalize factors which are relatively beneficial for mobile terminal communication,to
use positive log function to normalize factors which are relatively beneficial for mobile
terminal communication.To consider the influence which terminal movement speed for
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vertical performance,to carry on improvement for selection algorithm of joint vertical
handoff network,it was introduced a speed threshold K in the procedure of vertical
handoff decision.
For WLAN network,speed of mobile terminal is relative a less benefit factor.So in the
process of vertical handoff,performance decision function of WLAN network(HDF)is:

 1
pWLAN  wb ln 
 BwLAN


 1
  wr ln 
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 1
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k 
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K


(3)

For WSN network,mobile terminal speed is relative beneficial factor.As considering
terminal movement speed,average decreasing speed rate of available network signal
strength DRn has different value according to different movement speed of terminal K:

DRn 

( pt  pt t )k
dt  di t

(4)

So in the vertical handoff procedure,performance decision function of WSN network is:
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Where, wb  wr  wa  1, ki is the average speed of mobile terminal which in the end of
last decision and at the beginning of next decision,a is speed weighting factor which
greater than 1,RWLAN is the signal strength which mobile terminal got from WLAN.
2
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RWSN is the signal strength which WSN sent to mobile terminal,it can adopt path
damage model in the same way,and consider shadow fading influence for signal
strength,represents the function which distance between mobile terminal and node point
AP of WSN:
2
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In above two formulas, pT  AP is transmitted power of accessing point AP of
WLAN, pB  AP is transmitted power of node point B of WSN,  is the wave length of
radio wave,  (  ,  ) is zero average value,represents shadow fading.
To solve Ping-Pong problem in vertical handoff,it adopts that to assume a stable period
to postpone moving node to execute handoff time.Stable period can be calculated by
below formula:
Ts   Handoff   Handoff / ( ChCNCr  1)
(8)
In formula,  Handoff is the link delay of present optimal accessing network; C hCNCr is the
cost function value of optimal accessing network.It is present network cost function
value.Figure 4 is a flow chart of vertical handoff algorithm.On the basis of above
analysis,when moving node finds the optimal handoff network by passing calculated cost
function,handoff decision model saves present cost function value at the first,and
according formula(8)to calculate stable period TS;And then start calculation of interior
model,when model period finishes,node calculates cost function value of present optimal
handoff network,and to compare with beginning cost function value,if deviation value is
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beyond Cr ,then it was thought target network has weak stability and did not execute
handoff,or carry on handoff.

Figure 5. The Procedure of Vertical Handoff Algorithm

5. Simulation Result
The experiment carried on in indoor area with WLAN coverage,set 30 sensor nodes in
the site before test,the distance was 15m for each double bounce,evaluated scene model as
figure 6 indicates.

Figure 6. Test Evaluated Environment
In the constructed performance estimation model,to assume that mobile terminal is
averagely attributed in WLAN and WSN,and when vertical handoff network carries on
selecting,mobile terminal can get the signal both WSN and WLAN send respectively.In
vertical handoff process of heterogeneous network,according to changes of mobile
terminal movement speed,it evaluated the probability which mobile terminal choose to
access WSN after handoff decision;simulation parameter is as Table 1.
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Table 1. The Simulation Network Model Parameters
Parameter

Value

WSN transmit power

5mW

WLAN transmit power

150mW

WSN bandwidth factor
WLAN bandwidth factor

0.5 Mbps
5 Mbps

Bandwidth of weight factor

3

Signal strength weighting
factor
The signal wavelength

0.3
0.8m

Velocity weighting factor a

3

The velocity threshold K

100m/s

User satisfaction weighted
factor
The number of nodes

0.25

The communication rate
Transmit power

500 Kb/s
4 dBm

16

Moving node shuttlecocks in speed 1 m/s in the scene,to access and departure valid
WLAN coverage continuously.In the simulation,it takes communication signal
quality,communication delay,priority as referential index of vertical handoff,to set WSN
sensor numbers in 20,node time delay of single bounce is 0.2,signal strength parameter is
0.1,throughput rate parameter is 0.1;To set a AP of WLAN,coverage is
30m,communication time delay parameter is 0.2,signal strength parameter is 0.02 ×
20/(20-dA),throughput rate parameter is 0.002;to set signal strength threshold value is
0.5,threshold value of communication time delay is 0.5,throughput rate threshold value is
0.2;the other two priorities set as 1,the algorithm chooses the least cost function network
as target,then it adopts proposed algorithm in this chapter to carry on simulation.
As WLAN network coverage for short distance and hot spot areas,these areas normally
are in complicated environment,receiving signal strength are influenced too much by
shadow fading.Shadow fading obeys logarithm Gaussian distribution.Therefore,to add
shadow fading which average value is 0,variance is 8 in simulation procedure.
In figure 7,it gives terminal triggered handoff probability which adopts different
handoff triggered mechanism.We can see that from the figure,the probability is about 0.40.8 which adopts selection algorithm of traditional joint vertical handoff network.And
after adopting proposed improved selection algorithm of vertical handoff,the probability
value fluctuates from 0.3-0.5 with the alternation of movement speed,when terminal
movement speed is greater than 30 m/s,terminal triggered handoff probability is less 0.5
basically,it has an obvious advantage than selection algorithm of traditional joint vertical
handoff network.
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Figure 7. Terminal Handover Probability using Different Handoff Trigger
Mechanism
In figure 8,it gives terminal packet loss probability which adopts different handoff
triggered mechanism,it can be seen that packet loss probability traditional joint vertical
handoff network selection algorithm is zero when terminal movement speed is less
10m/s,with the increasing of terminal movement speed,the packet loss probability raises
sharply.The packet loss probability of QoS handoff triggered mechanism is zero when
terminal movement speed is less than 20 m/s,it raises with the increasing of terminal
movement speed,when terminal movement speed is 60m/s,the largest packet loss
probability is 0.4.When it adopts self-adapted incremental quantity handoff triggered
mechanism,terminal movement speed is less than 30 m/s,the terminal packet loss
probability is zero,when terminal movement speed is greater than 30 m/s,with the
increasing of terminal movement speed,then the packet loss probability increases,while
terminal movement speed is up to 70 m/s,packet loss probability is 0.4 while handoff.It
can be seen from the simulation result,in the aspects to reduce terminal triggered handoff
probability and decrease packet loss probability in handoff process;the proposed
improved selection algorithm is obvious better than selection algorithm of traditional joint
vertical handoff network and vertical handoff network in this chapter.

Figure 8. Terminal Packet Loss Probability using Different Handoff Trigger
Mechanism
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As figure 9 shows,the probability is about 0.2 which original vertical handoff algorithm
switches to WSN in the different movement speed of mobile terminal,the probability is
more large which heterogeneous handoff switches to WLAN network,It will lead to
mobile terminal in high speed movement switch frequently in heterogeneous network.It
can be seen in figure 9 that the probability is obvious greater that vertical handoff decision
algorithm which considering movement speed in the condition of low speed
movement,and with the increasing of terminal movement,the probability gradually
increase while switching to WSN.To compare with original vertical handoff decision
algorithm,the vertical handoff decision algorithm which considers terminal movement
speed can effectively reduce the network burden which terminal causes in high speed
movement.

Figure 9. The Comparison Result to the Original Algorithm
In figure 10,it can be seen that if speed handoff thresholds great,the WSN probability
alteration is slow in the heterogeneous handoff decision process,to make mobile terminal
can carry on seamlessly switching and the heterogeneous network burden is low,speed
threshold K should get a suitable value.
The simulation in figure 9,speed weighting factor value is 3,speed threshold value is
100 m/s,it is not the optimal selection for vertical handoff,but whatever value of speed
weighting factor and speed threshold are,it don’t influence too much for figure 9.About
the optimal value problem of speed weighting factor and speed threshold K,it needs to
carry on reasonable evaluating according to terminal different business.
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Figure 10. Comparison Results with Different Threshold

6. Conclusion
First of all,it analyzed several necessary factors in vertical handoff network selection
process,and got that network selection procedure of vertical handoff is a multipleattributed decision procedure,simply introduced several normal multiple-attributed
decision methods.Next,it introduces network selection algorithm of joint vertical
handoff,practical requirement for emergency communication in heterogeneous network
environment.And then it considered that if terminal movement speed was different,the
residence time in different type accessing network is diversified,to reduce unnecessary
switching,it quoted the concept of speed threshold value,and made improvement for
present joint vertical handoff network selection algorithm,proposed a self-adapted vertical
handoff algorithm which on the basis of WSN and WLAN.The simulation result showed
that this algorithm can effectively satisfy wireless communication QoS requirements
while rescuing emergently in indoor environment,strengthen the adaption which
heterogeneous wireless communication network for environment change.Improved
algorithm is able to reasonably choose the optimal candidate network to access according
to terminal movement speed.
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